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SUBMISSION
This submission Silent Voices buried in Inequality looks at two issues facing women farmers or
women who live and work alongside male farmers (usually husbands or brothers/fathers).
They are by no means the only issues facing women in farming; however, they are critical
issues which if addressed would have a transformative effect on farm women’s lives and
livelihoods out on the farmlands, especially those along the North and Western Seaboard.
Women make up 50% of the rural agricultural community. In their own right, they own some
13% of the 137,500 farms, and 4% own the farm jointly with their husbands. 57% of women
work full or part time on the farm (DAFM statistics 2109).
1. The first is that our voices are silent – we are absent when it comes to sitting at, and
contributing to, policy making tables and lobbying or negotiating delegations at
regional, national and European level – because we are not there.
This is, in part, due to the historical development of agricultural organisations along
gender lines – where what is now the Irish Countrywomen’s Association (the ICA) and
what is now the Irish Farmers Association (IFA) reflected roles assumed by rural society
in days past. The ICA assisted women with crafts, poultry and eggs and local market
access for selling their wares, as well as providing a valuable social gathering point. The
men discussed livestock trade and breeding, and the politics of the day.
Women farmers / farming must not be confused with other sectors in agribusiness
where women are able to organise. Examples here of Ceres, which represents women in
the agribusiness, support and academic world.
Research shows that groups with more diverse compositions tend to be more
innovative and make better decisions, and that gender diversity helps to encourage
information sharing and collaboration. Yet the number of women farmers in leadership
positions who sit at, and contribute to, policy making tables and lobbying delegations in
the main farmers’ representative organisations - can only be described as woeful or
downright non-existent.
That means the issues that specifically or predominantly affect women farming on the
ground are either not raised, or if they are, men are raising and addressing them for us.
Neither is acceptable – Not about us, without us! To advance gender equality and the
rights and capabilities of us farm women to address sustainable food production and
land use, we must be involved in leading the way.
Proposals from the IFA’s Diversity report released last year can be summed up as too
little, too late. Aiming to get 20% of women onto their National Council by 2027 is too
little. For example: Women need to be involved in the discussions on the upcoming CAP
and its strategic plan NOW. Women need to be involved in discussions on the National
Climate Action Plan NOW.
The IFA also plans to develop a talent bank of women who are interested in holding
positions. These women will be offered mentoring and training under the Future
Leaders Program.
In the 20 years I’ve been farming, I have met many extremely skilled and effective
female leaders – women who could quite easily provide organisational training from the

ground up to the executive committee of farm organisations rather than being trained
and mentored themselves. The mentoring aspect will also be used to winnow those
women who will ‘follow the IFA line’ from those women who might think outside their
box.
The traditional farm organisations are in crisis. Although several sectors (sheep, beef
and tillage) felt the IFA was not representing them, leaving them with no option but to
break away and form their own organisations – they took with them the culture of the
parent organisation. This results in a group of individuals at the top table who believe
the organisation belongs to them. They ‘know what the sector needs’ and they make
policy decisions on behalf of their farmers. County and branch structures are there to
collect membership, vote in the leadership and rally the troops if marches or
demonstrations need to be held. Nationally the media and politicians are making
encouraging noises, hoping to get all the organisations together so they can find
strength in unity once more i. After watching the fishing and beet industries thrown
under the bus, the suckler sector on low direct payments is not trusting. The IFA,
however, has a massive operating budget (an estimated €16 million annually) which
allows them unparalleled access and influence – but they are crumbling within and
without. ii The reforms needed in the agricultural representation sector are almost as
wide sweeping as the reforms needed in the agri-food and farming sector.
Women cannot afford to get delayed or side-tracked attempting to assist the IFA or
their breakaways to tackle their autocratic organisational approaches and become more
transparent and accountable. There is also no time to start organising a new national
farm women’s organisation either. Decisions around CAP, its budget and how it is
distributed (ie what it pays for) and Climate Action are happening now. Creativity will be
needed to put the questions to women (and here it needs to be broadened to both
women farmers and consumers for each has a valuable input about what they want to
see regarding food and how it is produced) and take forward the mandate from the
answers.
Things in the global and national field are changing quickly. We need to women
participating in the conversations helping to understand what these things are and what
it means for us in the farming sector:
•

The beef trade with England and the threat of Brexit;

•

Free trade agreements – more than only Mercosur – threaten to supply the already
saturated and shrinking European market with meat, potentially making it more difficult
for us to find markets to sell it to;

•

Climate change and global warming – the weather is playing havoc with our ability to
farm or meet our green farming image - for example keeping animals out at grass;

•

Antibiotic resistance will replace cancer as the biggest cause of death by 2050, claiming
an estimated 10million people annually. Antibiotic use in animals needs to be drastically
reduced;

•

The consumer is becoming increasingly unhappy with live export of dairy calves for the
veal industry and more interested in plant based foods (whether flexitarian – eating
meat the odd time, vegetarian (dairy and eggs) or vegan (no animal products);

•

Climate and environmental breakdown and habitat and biodiversity loss – we’ve
declared them a national emergency which looks good to the rest of the world and
makes Irish citizens believe the county is already doing its best, but we’re not doing
much about them at all;

•

Loss of soil fertility and by this is meant the organic carbon in the soil, not simply N, P, K
and lime;

•

Water quality deteriorating with direct links to nitrogen use, conifer plantations and
intensive feedlot operations (pigs, chicken and cattle);

•

Artificial intelligence and the disruption that it will bring in its wake – we can see it
replacing human labour in many sectors including farming (through robotic milking,
robotic feeding, robotic cleaning);

•

Ireland and the EU are not food sufficient – Ireland exports 90 percent of our beef and
milk and import the bulk of our veg and grain. We are flooding the West African market
with cheap milk powder, putting local dairy farmers out of business;

•

Migration due to conflict, climate and economic reasons (something the Irish are well
familiar with) – and the preparation necessary for the populations that will need
relocating as sea levels rise;

•

Trade wars and trade grabs (free trade agreements);

•

The decimation of the US dairy industry; the impact a virus such as Corona or swine flu
can have on a nation’s agricultural economy and the common-sense approach to
diversify and not to have all your eggs in the one dairy basket;

•

The EU Green Deal – we hear about it in the US and the EU. What does this mean?

Women need to be weighing in on these issues. We cannot simply double down on an
approach that is already causing stress and collapse in the farming community, the
environment and the broader society. Teagasc, in its Marginal Abatement Cost Curve
Document, and the DAFM / government players lead with the ‘fact’ that dairy (especially
mozzarella and infant formula) is the way forward. The progeny of the dairy cow (generally
half / half) will be purposed into replacements for milking (the females) and beef / veal (the
males). The suckler farmer who rears beef (and it is noted the majority of them produce
extensively grazed stock, housed in slatted sheds over the wet months of the year – which
are increasing due to changes in weather) will now transition from sucklers (calves that stay
with their mothers until weaning) to contract rearing the replacements or the dairy beef.
This frees the dairy farmer up to concentrate on milking his/he r expanded herd – supplying
the Glanbia’s and other dairy co-ops.

2. The second issue describes the Inequality in which we attempt to farm productively and
sustainably. The Sustainable Development Goals, to which Ireland is a signatory, sees
promoting gender equality as crucial to accelerating sustainable development. ‘Ending
all forms of discrimination against women and girls is not only a basic human right, but
it also has a multiplier effect across all other development areas’- Goal 5.

Goal 2 (Zero Hunger) aims by 2030 to ‘double the agricultural productivity and incomes
of small-scale food producers, in particular women, indigenous people, family farmers,
pastoralists and fishers, including through secure and equal access to land, other
productive resources and inputs, knowledge, financial services, markets and
opportunities for value addition and non-farm employment.’ (My emphasis)
That means we women farmers want equal access to the payments from the Common
Agricultural Policy – which is supposedly Europe’s answer to the need for a decent
standard of living for 22 million farmers and agricultural workers and a stable, varied
and safe food supply for its 500 million citizens.
The existing CAP payments to Irish farmers however, both male and female, is wholly
inequitable and is failing miserably at providing a decent standard of living for many
farmers, especially those in vulnerable categories for example widows and single
mothers.
Based on an unsubstantiated claim that 80% of Ireland’s agricultural output is supplied
by 20% of Irish farmers over a snapshot period (2000-2002 ‘the reference years’),
roughly 80% of the Pillar 1 payments have been paid to 20% of the nation’s farmers,
and the remaining 80% of farmers share 20%. Those receiving the large payments are
described by the IFA and the DAFM as ‘active, productive farmers.’ They represent
farmers who had a high turnover of cattle through their books during the reference
period or large numbers of sheep especially on the hills. As the payment was decoupled
from production, they did not have to keep the number of stock that generated their
high payments. Farmers were actively destocked on the mountain lands by the DAFM as
the land was heavily degraded in places. In essence, those who overstocked have been
rewarded for doing so for the past 15 years – while not having to keep the stock
anymore. Smaller farmers who farmed sustainably were not rewarded with large
payments. This system can only be described as unfair and unsustainable. Yet those
same farmers are now the ones with the financial opportunity to invest in high external
inputs like chemical fertilisers, pesticides and herbicides, big machinery and robotic
technology. They are able to intensify and expand – specifically dairy and beef. These
unequal payments are kept in place by the IFA and its lobbying group in Brussels. iii
One of the objectives for the current CAP reform is a fairer distribution of these direct
payments (Pillar 1). This follows on from the debate in the previous CAP where
continuing the historical payments was deemed unfair and a move was made to create
a flattened payment for all farmers multiplied by the hectarage of the farm (flattening).
Ireland and the IFA fought for ‘the Irish Option’ whereby those on the higher payments
would see their payment reduced by an amount which allowed those on really low
payments to be brought up incrementally between 2014 and 2020 to 60% of the
average Irish payment. The proposal is to continue the convergence in the next CAP to
bring those on low payments up to 75 or 100% of the national average. This move is
being resisted by the IFA who argue that any reduction for those on high payments
would render their farming activities unviable.
This approach was made even more unfair by the 30% of the direct payment that
related to Greening. All farmers must keep their lands in Good Agricultural and

Environmental Condition (GAEC’s). Streams and fencing them off from cattle would be
one of the responsibilities. Where one person was being paid less than 100euro per
hectare and their neighbour, on the same land type and stocking density, was receiving
1000 euro per hectare – both were expected to do the same work with wildly different
budgets and thus access to resources.
Fine Gael is saying to leave the payments as they are until the new CAP begins (ie no
further convergence towards equality until the new CAP is finalised). FF said
convergence would continue in the interim and by 2027 reach full convergence. SF is
talking about full convergence, front loading the first 30 hectares to protect the smaller
farmer and then equal payments thereafter.
It is noteworthy that 19/27 member states already have a fully flattened level payment
for every farmer.
The Irish Natura and Hill Farmers demonstrated with DAFM 2017 data, that farmers
receiving 100-200 euro per hectare for their BPS payment had almost the same stocking
density as farmers receiving over 1000 euro per hectare (1.19 and 1.18 livestock units
respectively). This renders the IFA argument that those who receive more produce
more invalid. It is clear that a farmer receiving 100 euro per hectare put the same
number of stock into the food chain as someone receiving 1000 euro per hectare.
Farmers receiving 300 to 600 euro per ha had the same stocking density as those
receiving 600 – 1000 euro per hectare (1.60 and 1.77 LSU as opposed to 1.70 and 1.60
LSU). It is thus clear to see that the farmers receiving the smaller payments produced
the same as those receiving substantially higher payments.
This inequality needs to be removed. Its aim was to create a strong class of successful,
productive, industrial model orientated farmers by policy makers who expected the
larger farmer to absorb the smaller farms as their owners gave up due to lack of scale /
financial input.
What it did in effect was gave opportunities to some and condemned the rest to
financial insecurity – or even worse in the case of the vulnerable, financial hardship. See
the table for a description of the vulnerability classes. iv
Economists and other experts ignore one extremely important fact. Farms, especially
along the North West and Western seaboard, are held by families - generation after
generation. Being able to make a profit from the land was less important than the
security of tenure the land provided, especially when off farm incomes became possible
from one or more occupants. Freedom from landlords and rents and evictions would
prevent many a family from selling the land. There is an urgent need for an alternative
economic model that looks at equality and wellbeing, not just economic growth
15 or so years of this 80/20 approach has generally produced the following results:
1. Those on the high payments have intensified / expanded into dairy and
intensified. They cannot reduce numbers (or emissions) without facing financial
difficulty or bankruptcy. We do not need another five years of incentivising more
farmers to follow suit. The global outlook for dairy is not as secure as is

promoted by the industry. Once the farmers have expanded, they are at the
mercy of what the industry offers them per litre.
2. Those on the small payments have been experiencing steadily declining farm
incomes for the last decade and are now at wits end. The se are the farmers out
protesting, they literally have nothing left to lose. Once again, the vulnerable
categories are hardest hit. Single farmers and single parent farmers, widows and
those unable to bring in another income or two are living in dire conditions.
Neither of these outcomes are sustainable. Continuing the current CAP payments for another
rotation until 2027 will be nothing short of a disaster for the Irish economy and the health and
well-being of the county side and its occupants. v The industrial approach to agriculture has long
been acknowledged as flawed and broken, and there are other systems built on a fairer, more
sustainable and resilient approach which need exploringvi.
The proof is there that Ireland can meet its targets under the Paris Accord and its EU
commitments of nitrates, water and air quality, and GHG emissions. vii To do so necessitates
moving away from dairy expansion, back to the numbers of livestock we had between 2010
and 2012. Where farmers reduce stock to meet these numbers, they must be given options to
replace the income. These options could include amongst others, payment for public goods and
services (eg clean water, flood defences etc), bees and wild pollinators as a livestock unit,
carbon sequestration and prevention of CO2 emissions from bogs and drained wetlands, and
developing the hemp industry.
Unfortunately, as was indicated in the answer to a question asked of the Minister for
Agriculture by Brid Smith, TD “Given that milk production is by a long way Ireland’s most
profitable broad agricultural activity, reducing the size of the dairy herd in favour of
‘diversification’ was deemed to be an unrealistic scenario that did not warrant exploration’.
Given the agrifood program has be industry designed and led, it may go some way to explaining
why other options did not warrant exploration! This, however, is not good enough. Ireland
needs to become food secure and start producing the vegetables and fruit it is able to locally
and without toxic sprays and chemicals.
One can only hope that the last paragraph of the Ministers reply “Action 113 commits to
commission an independent assessment of GHG abatement measures to establish what
additional measures can be developed” will be acted on. viii
Given the vector and increase in disease and antibiotic resistance, it is hardly prudent to put all
of one’s eggs in the proverbial basket. One virus that targets bovines like swine flu t argeted
pigs, would see the agricultural sector’s contribution to the economy wiped out. Keeping a
quality herd of dairy and beef reared outdoors with little antibiotic and anthelmintic use and
with fewer chemical nitrates, sprays and chemicals will allow us to eat and sell unpolluted meat
and dairy. With a scaled back dairy herd. pressures will be lifted on the live export trade,
especially for young, unweaned calves. Although farmers and hauliers are quite hardened to
this practice, the Dutch consumer is becoming less happy and the Irish public is not far behind.
If the new CAP is going to produce a range of new products and services for delivery by
farmers, the budget for paying those farmers needs to be adjusted away from paying for over
supply of beef and milk (90% of both are exported) and towards the farmers who are delivering
the new products and services.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are suggested:


Assist the submission author secure resources and assistance for a series of (for
example) 12 questions over 12 weeks are put to the general public in the form of Poll
the People / Poll the Women farmer. Results of the poll will allow the position of the
general public (which includes the consumer, the farmer and the policy makers) or farm
women (depending on approach) to be taken forward by a group of women chosen for
the task. The women could also be chosen through the poll methodology.
This Poll the People could be expanded to include the development of a vision for rural
Ireland that is different to the current one being floated by the Department, Teagasc
and the IFA which is dairy in the south and Conifer plantations in the North and West to
offset the emissions generated pursuing the 2in1 of dairy and meat from one cow.



A conversation broader than that covered by the IFA in their diversity report to
investigate how to bring women in and get them at the tables where policy and
decisions are being made with immediate effect. This is particularly relevant for issues
that affect women directly or specifically. Women should not be chosen for the fact
they are women, but because they bring valuable skills and perspectives / experience to
the table.



Full convergence to be achieved between now and the start of the new CAP. When the
new CAP is running, the first 30 hectares will be front loaded to protect the smaller area
sized farmer and then equal payments thereafter. This does not have to gain approval
from Brussels, the Irish government is able to make this decision themselves.



At present, young trained farmers (male and female) receive entitlements worth the
average Irish payment (260 euro / ha). A recommendation is made that single women
(we prefer not to be called spinsters) (with or without children), widows and single men
farmers (bachelors) are brought up to this average payment immediately.



Action 113 of the now dead in the water Climate Action Plan commits to commission an
independent assessment of GHG abatement measures to establish what additional
measures can be developed”. This must be acted on as a matter of urgency as it is
envisaged that many of these measures mentioned before (eg developing a hemp
industry, provision of public goods and services, cl imate mitigation strategies including
bog and wetland regeneration etc) will provide alternative methods of payments to
farmers as they transition from an oversupply of low grade dairy beef to a diversified /
mixed farm approach.

END NOTES
i

‘No farming organisation has a hold on politics anymore’ – Coveney

Claire Mc Cormack
Feb 23, 2020, 9:30am
No farming organisation has “a hold” on national politics anymore, the Tánaiste and
Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, Simon Coveney, has stated.
Speaking at the Michael Dillon Memorial Lecture – organised by the Irish Guild of
Agricultural Journalists – at the Shelbourne Hotel, Dublin, the former minister for
agriculture (2011-2016) shared his views on the fracturing of farm politics in Ireland.
In particular, he reflected on the implications of the pay controversy that rocked the
Irish Farmers’ Association (IFA) to its core back in late 2015 – a time when the Cork
native was at the helm in Agriculture House.
“I think farming has done a huge amount of damage to itself in terms of its capacity to
represent itself effectively.
“When I was minister for agriculture there were three strong farming organisations –
and the IFA was by far the most dominant one. There was also the ICMSA and ICSA.
“Now we have a very fractured representation of farming. The IFA is still the strongest
organisation; but not as strong as it was, if I’m being honest.
“That is not good because what it does is, it fractures the message as well as the
representation,” said the Tánaiste in conversation with RTÉ broadcaster Sean O’Rourke
at the Kerry Group supported event.
He continued: “Unfortunately, what happened in the IFA a number of years ago – in
terms of the undermining of the leadership and scandals around pay and expenses –
did an enormous amount of damage to an organisation that I’ve been a member of for
a lot of my life.
There was a time during elections that, when the IFA would call a meeting of the
candidates, nobody would not turn up.

“Everybody would spend at least a day preparing for that meeting, in terms of
understanding the questions that would be asked and wanting to be impressive in
terms of answers.
“No farming organisation has that hold now on politics,” he said.
However, the minister is also of the view that the position can be reversed.
“We can get back there again; but the challenge for the new leadership and for Tim
[Cullinan] is to rebuild the confidence of farmers, as much as having an impact and an
influence on policy.
“Both are important; but I think the more that farming organisations fracture into
different movements representing different sectors – some for sheep, for dairy, for
tillage and some trying to do everything for everybody – the weaker the representation
of agriculture.
“Farming is a much stronger force politically when it’s together on message,” he said.
Producer Organisations
Aside from the “internal strike” within the IFA, the minister said most of the fracturing of
farm politics has been “driven by beef”.
“Beef really is the most important element of agriculture – even though it’s not
necessarily the biggest business. It impacts on the most family farms.
“About 70,000 farm families get all their farm income from beef; about 100,000 get
some income from beef.
Although the average farm size equates to around 18 or 19 animals, the minister
described the role of the sector as “crucial” to rural economies.
If the price of beef means that producers along the farming supply chain are all losing
money and they are relying on CAP money to m ake any profit, then you have got a big
problem.
“There has been a frustration of beef prices that is splintering within farming
organisations – where some want to be aggressive, some want to negotiate, some want
to protest, some want to picket.

“That has, in my view, been very difficult to manage within farming organisations and
outside them.
“We need to empower primary producers through structuring and putting in place
producer organisations that can negotiate professionally on behalf of large groups of
farmers that have, for the first time, scale on their side in terms of negotiation.
“It’s not just negotiation on price, but on quality, age and delivery time, so they can feed
back to their farmers what is expected of them to maximise the price.
“Factories will also know what to expect and will be under huge pressure to deliver –
otherwise the POs will go to another factory,” he said.

ii
Opinion: Farm politics is in chaos; that is the sad reality
Claire Mc Cormack
Nov 7, 2019, 1:08pm
Farm politics in Ireland is in chaos; that is the sad reality.
Farmers don’t know where to look, who to trust, or what lies ahead; which makes this unacceptable
situation all the more vexing.
It is our only indigenous sector – the backbone of the economy – and the industry that dragged Ireland
out of the depths of its financial depression just a few short years ago.
Yet, it is arguably more vulnerable now than at any time in its history.
At a global level the threats are many fold: climate change; Brexit; trade wars; a reduction in the
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) budget; the vegan lobby; animal welfare activism; environmental
concerns; changing consumer trends; the propagation of misleading and untrue information; and, of
course, rural depopulation.
National Level
At a national level we can add others to the list: the crisis in the beef sector; disproportionate collateral
damage as a result of dairy sector expansion; succession challenges; and steadily declining farm
incomes.

While the Government and opposition parties constantly proclaim to “have farmers’ backs”, at farmgate level many primary producers feel “rejected” by political leaders – which begs the question
whether this Government believes the farming vote of today carries the weight that it did in years past?
But the undeniable issue that now adds further salt to open, raw wounds is the fractured and decidedly
chaotic state of Irish farm politics.
There is evidently a lack of strong, effective and influential leadership – leadership that is sorely needed
to steer the ship to safety…out of the grip of a perilous storm.
Instead of focusing minds, energies and discussions on the construction of unified, workable (policy)
solutions – to embolden the sector with new and well-founded confidence – disillusionment and anger
prevails.
That it has gotten to this point might well be described as folly – perhaps, in some quarters, a disgrace.
Who’s To Blame?
Four years ago, the Irish Farmers’ Association (IFA) – the largest farm lobby group in the country with a
(then) membership of circa 85,000 – was rocked to the core by a controversy involving the salaries of
senior figures.
The fallout from the damaging revelations that followed culminated in a major backlash by the
association’s grassroots membership, eventually leading to the resignation of secretary general Pat
Smith and president Eddie Downey – during a tumultuous period in November 2015.
The election of the IFA’s 15th president followed suit – a campaign in which farmers were promised an
“anti-establishment” leader that would “restore and reform” the entity’s sullied reputation.
The figure that emerged victorious – Joe Healy – was a dairy and beef farmer from Athenry, Co. Galway.
Healy’s landslide win might well have been characterised as a “kick in the teeth” for the association’s
surviving ‘old guard’ – a cohort that might also be described as an ‘inner sanctum’. What was especially
pertinent was that Healy had never held a senior post within the association.
Lofty Perch
Well-intentioned as Healy was at the outset of his tenure, judging by the turnout, mood and mandates
presented at current IFA presidential hustings, it is evident that this farm lobby goliath has fallen (some
distance at least) from its lofty perch.
This must surely represent a failure of leadership within the organisation – beyond the relative confines
of the role of presidency.

A core theme of the well-rehearsed speeches rattled off by the new tranche of presidential candidates –
John Coughlan; Tim Cullinan; and Angus Woods – is the need for “farmer unity” to fuse the “disconnect”
between the association’s Farm Centre headquarters in Dublin and its members – dotted all over the
country.
Yet, specific details of how they intend to achieve such an objective are scant.
Below is a sample of the pressing questions – posed repeatedly from the floor at hustings over recent
weeks:



‘Why wasn’t the IFA on the picket lines with beef farmers?’
‘How could the IFA let beef sector incomes drop so low?’



‘What is the IFA going to do about its declining membership?’



‘How will the IFA remain relevant with so many other lobby groups now also representing
farmers?’

Many would say that these views have been shaped and compounded by the emergence of Beef Plan
Movement – the ‘new kid on the block’ that formed late last year within a veritable vacuum of farmer
frustration.
Veritable Vacuum Of Farmer Frustration
In their view, the IFA had ignored their cry for help, thus creating a space for Beef Plan Movement to
bring the issue – in a rumble of thunder – into the public’s consciousness last summer. Thousands of
farmers journeyed to Leinster House to pile their idle wellies at the seat of power.
“No longer needed” was the humble message emblazoned across the mound of boots.
Having amassed a (claimed) support base of more than 20,000 members over the previous six months –
some of whom were crestfallen or frustrated IFA foot-soldiers; others had never previously involved
themselves in farm politics – the movement mounted a series of nationwide protests outside dozens of
meat processing plants.
They came out in their hundreds at some factory gates; in the main, they camped peacefully day and
night. They circled slowly – permissible by law under the proviso of ‘freedom of expression’ – in the
hope that they might precipitate or, more pointedly, force change.
Spirits were buttressed by the kindness of neighbours and strangers, who filled horseboxes and trailers
with no-nonsense sandwiches and frappuccino-free flasks.
Consumers and citizens at large (many generations, in some cases, removed from front-line farming)
started to ask questions: ‘What is the four-movement rule?”; ‘What is the 30-month age limit?’.

Many other farm organisations rowed in behind too – the Irish Cattle Sheep Farmers’ Association (ICSA);
the Irish Creamery Milk Suppliers’ Association (ICMSA); the Irish Natura Hill Farmers’ Association
(INHFA) – but the IFA’s absence (certainly in an official capacity) was ever more apparent.
Days and weeks passed; yet farmers continued to stand shoulder-to-shoulder in their resolve, keeping
their vigil as the headline story on hourly national bulletins. The whole country was talking ‘beef’.
But the processors came out swinging – unleashing a backlash of fury. They pointed to dramatic impacts
for their business – citing declines in kill-line activity, staff morale and reputational standing. They also
warned that major international contracts were in peril.
While Gardaí appeared to have the situation under control, matters escalated at some plants. There
were altercations and threats. Camera phones and solicitors letters became the weapons of choice.
Some protests were subsequently stood down; others lingered.
Alas, the one parameter that didn’t move was the fundamental (beef) base price.
Hats At The Door
Protesters put their trust in the movement; they listened to its leaders – albeit at times they did not
agree. They waited in the wings, while ‘stakeholders’ gathered for the independently-chaired beef
sector reform talks at the offices of the Department of Agriculture, Food and Marine.
Here the unions could not be splintered; their hats had to be left at the door.
It was their duty to represent all beef farmers – to articulate and communicate in no uncertain terms
the gravity of the situation. Their collective mandate was to demand answers and action – from Meat
Industry Ireland (MII), Bord Bia, Teagasc and – not least – the Minister for Agriculture Michael Creed.
Talking to those that were inside the room, it’s understood that – after some teething issues – a united
front did emerge. They needed strength in numbers.
The resultant Irish Beef Sector Agreement was reached on September 15, 2019.
It was far from perfect; many of the groups around the table privately admit that. Other farmers have
rejected it in its entirety. They, it appears, are prepared to return to the picket-lines.
Indeed, some have already taken such action; a snap protest outside Agriculture House (on Kildare
Street in Dublin) collapsed the first meeting of the much-anticipated Beef Market Taskforce, before it
even commenced.
Much like heifer and steer prices since mid-July, the situation has now stagnated. The silence from the
department, MII and the various state agencies is deafening.

Farmers deserve better than this.
Yet again, they are being sidelined and the pot is being stirred once more.
Frustrations Are Building
Frustrations are building over the lack of progress on setting a new date for the taskforce to meet; there
are concerns over the implementation (or lack thereof) of some agreed action points.
The backlog of ‘protest cattle’ in the system is now taking a severe toll. Costs are ratcheting up; winter is
closing in.
While most farm unions are supportive of the establishment of the two independent beef producer
organisations – aimed at improving primary producers’ negotiating power on price – some are choosing
to undermine this initiative.
Aside, concerns are mounting over the pressure that dairy-origin calves will put on the already fragile
beef system next spring. Of course, the prospect of the UK exiting the EU still looms menacingly on the
horizon.
So, instead of protecting and building upon farmer unity, these lowly buds of solidarity might now rot
where they lie – much like the bulk of this year’s potato crop.
If farmers ever needed competent and strong leadership to navigate through dangerous waters, it is
right now. That applies to all and sundry – be it the IFA, Beef Plan Movement, ICSA, ICMSA, INHFA,
Macra na Feirme or others.
Is It Time For A Merger Or A Super Group?
Despite what some Dublin-centric politicians may espouse, the agriculture sector is simply too
important to the wider country, the national economy and rural communities to be ignored.
Nor can it be represented by a fray of fragmented voices with partisan agendas – at this crucial juncture.
When push came to shove last September, they were capable of settling on a ‘common denominator’ –
even a shared identity.
The consensus reached in the Irish Beef Sector Agreement is testament to that.
So who is going to step up to the plate?
Some might claim that Beef Plan Movement took charge when it gathered hundreds of farmers in marts
and hotels rooms – across the length and breath of the country (prior to the protests). They spoke of
revolution.

And, while the road is long and change takes time, many are also asking: ‘Where is Beef Plan Movement
now’?
Meanwhile, one of the most unnerving messages filtering through from the IFA’s presidential hustings is
the notion of “radically reforming” the association by “bringing it back” to its apparent glory days of the
1980s and 1990s. However, chasing ideals from the distant past won’t hold sway with farmers facing a
daunting future.
Should a ‘super group’ approach be embraced? This, of course, will sound like an abhorrence to cardcarrying hardliners. But now more than ever – together it stands; divided it falls.
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Press Release on IFA website
MINISTER COVENEY MUST FACE DOWN CIOLOS PLAN FOR MINIMIUM PAYMENT- IFA

24 April 2013

Uncategorized
Reacting to the outcome of this week’s Farm Council meeting in Luxembourg, IFA President John Bryan said the Minister for Agriculture Simon Coveney, as President of the Council, needs to
face down Commissioner Ciolos’ damaging proposals for a minimum payment, and insist that the Commission accepts the agreement and flexibilities reached on CAP at the March Farm
Council of Ministers meeting.
Following meetings with senior EU Commission officials in Brussels last week, John Bryan said it is obvious Commissioner Ciolos is trying to steamroll through a very damaging minimum
payment proposal, as a backdoor method of flattening.
He said a minimum payment on Ireland would completely negate the outcome suggested by the Minister under his approximation model, and any benefits that could accrue from a flexible
greening option would also be eroded. He said this would inflict massive additional cuts on farmers, seriously undermine their viability and could force regionalisation on the country.
John Bryan also called on Irish MEP’s to show their worth and come out strongly backing the Farm Council agreement on the CAP. He said rather telling farmers about what might happen, the
Irish MEP’s need to actively campaign to ensure that the European Parliament supports the flexibilities secured in the March Farm Council agreement.
He said the next two months are critical, and Minister Coveney must ensure no further cuts are conceded to Commissioner Ciolos in the ongoing trilogue discussions with the European
Parliament and the European Commission.
“Minister Coveney has a job to do as President of the Farm Council, but he must prioritise his duty to Irish farmers during the negotiations. It is vital that the Minister rejects the most negative
aspects of Commissioner Ciolos’ proposals, and delivers an outcome that supports active productive farmers in Ireland.”
John Bryan said IFA remains totally opposed to flattening and regionalisation or a minimum payment. The IFA President said a minimum payment would take money from productive farmers
and redistribute it to inactive farmers who produce little. “This is unfair and unacceptable. IFA is insisting that monies available for re-distribution are targeted at active farmers with low
payments, using objective criteria such as stocking rates and the option of coupling.”
He said the future viability of tens of thousands of productive farm families and the delivery of growth plans in “Food Harvest 2020” are totally dependent on the Minister for Agriculture Simon
Coveney securing a deal that works for agriculture in this country. The recent UCD study commissioned by IFA highlights the importance of direct payments to farmers in the cattle and sheep
sectors.
Mr Bryan said the Minister must also commit 50:50 co-financing for the next Rural Development programme for the next seven years to support vulnerable regions and vulnerable sectors. On
LFAs, John Bryan said the Minister must use the flexibilities in the criteria to retain the maximum area currently designated.
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Women vulnerability
Young , older, elderly
Two jobs
One job
Two Good Direct
Payments
Two ANC/ Glas etc
One Good Direct
Payment
One ANC/Glas
Children
No children
Childcare required
Elderly care required
Disability care required
Economic capital
No economic capital
Social capital
No social capital
Having a disability
House / Inadequate
housing
Medical aid or card
No medical aid
Isolated location
Neighbours
Farm infrastructure (eg
sheds etc adequate)
Farm infrastructure in
need of repair
Farm infrastructure
absent

Married

Divorced

widowed

Single
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Support programs are put in place to facilitate the transition e.g. facilities and access to loans
or grants through resources like TAMS (targeted agricultural modernisation scheme) which
deliver Young Farmer Capital Investment Scheme, Dairy Equipment Sche me, Organic Capital
Investment Scheme, Low Emission Slurry Spreading Scheme, Pig and Poultry Investment
Scheme and Animal Welfare Safety and Nutrient Storage Scheme (slatted sheds with slurry
tanks).
The industry who has designed and led this approach is making money, we see it in the profits
of the beef barons and the dairy sector. We see it in the salaries of those who support and
facilitate the industry - the IFA and the dairy co-ops, the Bord Bia’s and Origin Greens and
Teagasc leaders. We see it in the sales of fertilisers, chemical pesticides and herbicides, big
machinery for the big recipients of the CAP payments and for the contractors who provide that

function for the smaller farmer who has to work a day job to survive financially. The person
who is not seeing any profit is the small farmer – off whose wholesome image of grass-reared
and fed beef the industry markets its beef and milk.
Instead of this being called out and replaced by an approach designed by the farmer, the
consumer and the policymakers – the media (eg the Farmers Journal partly owned by the IFA
and whose editor sits on their top committees and Agriland and Farm Ireland who represent
the interests of the industry) and the politicians and farm leaders (especially those who pro fit
from, or are heavily invested in, the current set up) play the victims against one another. The
farmers accuse the broader public of vilifying them and demonising their cows, and they blame
the environmentalists for bringing up issues like clean water, nitrates use and GHG emissions.
The environmentalists see the farmers as the source of the problem – all the while the industry
keeps increasing the problem.
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Civil Society Statement on the Reform of European Agricultural Policies
March 2017
In 2017, 151 European CSO’s and NGO’s came together to demand better food and farming
policies for Europe. The signatories call into question the functionality of the current food and
farming system, while demanding fundamental reform of Europe ’s broken agricultural policy.
Instead of the CAP as it operates now, the organisations argue for a transition towards a food
and farming system which supports fair and diverse food and farming economies, is
underpinned by viable alternatives such as organic and agro-ecological farming, and which
respects the environment and animal welfare, supports citizens’ health, and is publicly
accountable.
The Common Statement, called Civil Society Statement on the Reform of European
Agricultural Policies Good Food, Good Farming – Now reads:
We, the undersigned organisations, believe that the European food and farming system is
broken; that it is working for the interests of a few to the detriment of the majority of people,
farmers, and the planet.
Europe’s food and farming system directly contributes to a wasteful use of finite global
resources and damages the environment by contributing to climate change, biodiversity loss,
depletion of fisheries, deforestation, soil erosion, water scarcity, as well as water and air
pollution.
Factory-style farming – largely dependent on imports and a major contributor to antimicrobial
resistance – has been promoted at the expense of viable incomes for farmers and jobs in rural
areas in Europe, as well as human rights, decent work, and livelihoods in developing countries.
Farmers are facing a flawed choice between bankruptcy and further intensification. Farmers
practising credible alternatives like organic and agro-ecological agriculture remain on the
fringes in favour of business as usual. At the same time, high levels of undernourishment, the

rapid rise in obesity and unhealthy diets are among the main causes of death and disease both
in Europe and worldwide.
The EU’s Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) has contributed to this broken food and farming
system through the promotion of agro-industrial farming methods and global commodity
chains. In order to meet the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and its obligations under
the Paris Climate Agreement, the EU must carry out a radical reform of the CAP and related
policies. A fairer, more sustainable and resilient system is urgently needed.
The undersigned organisations call for a major transformation of Europe’s food and farming
system on the basis of the following principles:
- Fair and diverse food and farming economies: ensure a fair income and decent work
conditions for farmers and farm workers; facilitate access to farmland for sustainable peasant
farming; encourage short supply chains and sustainable public procurement policies; grant fair
access to high quality products for all consumers; prevent negative impacts on people’s right to
food and on the livelihoods of smallholder farmers in the global south.
- Healthy environment and a food and farming system that respects animal welfare: ensure
the end of harmful subsidies; reward and incentivise the delivery of positive environmental and
social outcomes; restore and prevent further loss of biodiversity; encourage conservation and
active use of genetic diversity; ensure agricultural production is free from synthetic chemical
pesticides and mineral fertilisers that harm the environment; prevent and minimise food waste
throughout the food chain; halt food and feed imports linked to deforestation; ensure that
animal health and welfare are effectively respected; replace the current industrial livestock
system with extensive alternatives where animals are not treated as mere commodities and
the balance between livestock and land capacity is ensured, while the overuse of antibiotics
prevented; radically reduce emissions from farming and ensure a transition towards a resilient
food and farming system.
- Support for citizens’ health and well-being: ensure our food and farming system fosters
healthy, nutritious, seasonal, local, culturally appropriate and affordable diets; encourage
lower levels of animal product consumption; raise citizens’ awareness of the impacts of
consumption on their own health, on farmers, animals and the environment; prevent negative
impacts of agricultural methods on the health of farmers, farm workers and rural populations.
- A publicly accountable food system with participatory governance, citizens’ empowerment
and democracy: involve citizens in transparent decision-making processes; prevent corporate
capture of decision making; empower local communities to lead the transformation. We are
committed to achieving a real transition by working in partnership with farmers, citizens and
policymakers. Therefore, we urge the European institutions and national policymakers to
rethink the role and direction of European agriculture policies and use the principles presented
above as a basis for the post-2020 Common Agricultural Policy reform process.
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Note: scenarios 1-6 describe the different stock levels from intensifying dairy and suckler to intensifying
dairy only

Please Note: when the IFA and the government say Ireland has the lowest footprint for beef and dairy in the EU, it
is the lowest part of the dip they are talking about. Once the dairy numbers start rising, this footprint rises too.
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